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Abstract
Event structures are a prominent model for non-interleaving concurrency. The use of event structures for providing a
compositional non-interleaving semantics to LOTOS without data is studied. In particular, several quantitative extensions of
event structures are proposed that incorporate notions like time – both of deterministic and stochastic nature – and
probability. The suitability of these models for giving a non-interleaving semantics to a timed, stochastic and probabilistic
extension of LOTOS is investigated. Consistency between the event structure semantics and an Ževent-based. operational
semantics is addressed for the different quantitative variants of LOTOS and is worked out for the timed case in more detail.
These consistency results facilitate the coherent use of an interleaving and a non-interleaving semantic view in a single
design trajectory and provide a justification for the event structure semantics. As a running example an infinite buffer is used
in which gradually timing constraints on latency and rates of accepting and producing data and the probability of loss of
messages are incorporated. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, it is widely recognised that the system design process should be supported by formal methods and
tools, especially in the area of system specification and verification w26x. Traditionally, formal methods have
concentrated on the functional aspects of systems such as their observable behaviour, control flow and
synchronisation as properties in relative time. More recently, formal methods for the representation and analysis
of functional aspects in combination with quantitative aspects of system behaviour have come into focus. They
allow the specification of the delay of activities or the probability of actual occurrence of activities.
On the one hand, quantitative models are motivated by the need to analyse system aspects that refer to time
and probability. Such aspects are abundantly present in the new generations of distributed systems, which
incorporate highly complicated functionalities such as, for example, real-time multi-media capabilities. To
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support the development of such systems it is necessary to specify and verify real-time quality-of-service
properties like desired throughput, latency and jitter. On the other hand, there is a growing need for integrating
performance and reliability analysis into traditional formal methods for functional system behaviour. It would be
desirable to obtain performance models, such as Markov chains and simulation models, from system specifications in a systematic and Žsemi-.automatic manner. This would facilitate the assessment of the efficiency and
reliability of design alternatives in early stages of the design. Due to the increasing magnitude and complexity of
systems the traditional construction of performance models has become a non-trivial task. Bridging the gap
between formal methods and performance analysis is expected to enable the exploitation of the structure of
system specifications in an effective way. In addition, the size of derived performance models could be reduced
by suitable transformations that are applied already at the specification level.
All together this gives rise to the need for specification languages with formal semantics that support the
representation of quantitative aspects. This paper concentrates on process algebras as specification formalism
and non-interleaving models – event structures – as semantic foundation.
Process algebra languages Že.g. CCS w61x, CSP w43x and ACP w5x. are characterised by the presence of a
number of powerful composition operators that facilitate the development of well-structured specifications.
Some example composition operators are action-prefix Ždenoted ; ., choice Žæ. and parallel independence Ž < < < ..
In addition, verification and transformation techniques have been rather well investigated in this field. A
significant effort has been made in investigating quantitative extensions of process algebras. In this paper we
concentrate on the process algebra LOTOS, which is a formal description technique standardised by ISO w44x.
The semantics of LOTOS and many other process algebras does not explicitly model the independence of
subsystems. Instead, independence is modelled by the arbitrary alternation of independent parallel actions. It is
therefore called interleaÕing semantics. For instance,

Ž a ; P . < < < Ž b ; Q. ' a ; Ž P < < < Ž b ; Q. . æb ; Ž Ž a ; P . < < < Q. ,

Ž 1.

where a,b are actions, P,Q are processes, and ' denotes semantic equivalence. This transformation of parallel
independence into a combination of prefix and choice is Žin its full form. known as the expansion law. In
interleaving semantics only the global states of a system are considered, i.e. one abstracts from the distribution
of a system. This assumption is technically quite convenient and has led to many interesting and useful results.
However, when a system is considered at a less abstract level, e.g. when timing or performance aspects play an
explicit role, the interleaving assumption may no longer be convenient. At this level of abstraction the
intensional system characteristics often dominate design considerations. It becomes important to understand how
actions are scheduled in time and with what probability alternative executions can appear, which at a higher
level of abstraction could all be faithfully modelled by similar non-deterministic constructions. In such cases
non-interleaÕing or true concurrency semantics are considered to be an interesting alternative. In these
semantic models the expansion law is abandoned and explicit information is retained about the parallelism
between system components.
An attractive non-interleaving model for concurrency is formed by the family of eÕent structures w81x. Event
structures have as their basic ingredient events that are labelled with actions. An event models the occurrence of
an action. To fit the specific requirements of LOTOS parallel composition and disabling we use a variant of
event structures called (extended) bundle eÕent structures w51,52x. This paper introduces this model and presents
several quantitative extensions of it. It will be shown how these quantitative extensions can be used to provide a
compositional non-interleaving semantics to extensions of LOTOS that incorporate time – both of deterministic
and stochastic nature – and probabilities.
In our approach the fundamental constraints which have been a driving force are: compatibility, minimality,
and consistency. Compatibility entails that the quantitative extensions of event structures should be obtained by
adding elements to the plain model without changing the ingredients of the latter. In this way a clear relation can
be achieved between the non-interleaving semantics of LOTOS and the semantics of its quantitative successors.
Minimality implies that the conceptual ingredients of the model as well as the additions to the process algebra
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due to the incorporation of quantitative information should be as limited as possible. This keeps the model and
the process algebra simple to comprehend. Consistency means that there should exist a clear and formal relation
between the non-interleaving semantics and an interleaving semantics for each quantitative extension of
LOTOS. This not only provides evidence for our event structure semantics, but also facilitates the coherent use
of both types of semantic views in the design process.
This paper is aimed to provide a Žsomewhat quick and informal. tour through – to our opinion – some
interesting results that we achieved in our research on extensions of event structures. The main concepts that are
needed for a proper understanding of the subject will be formally defined. We shall mainly use examples for
illustrating the ideas and will refer for more technical treatments to our more detailed papers.
The organisation of this paper is as follows. Section 2 recapitulates the basic constructs of LOTOS without
data and shows that Žextended bundle. event structures are a suitable non-interleaving model for it. Section 3
introduces real-time aspects in event structures and considers timed operators such as timeout, watchdog, and
timed action-prefix. Section 4 shows how the timed model can be generalised such that the delay of actions is
determined in a stochastic way. Section 5 deals with probabilistic aspects that allow one to quantify the
likelihood of certain alternatives happening Ži.e. probabilistic choice.. Each of these sections reports on
compatibility with the plain model and consistency with an operational semantics that provides a blue-print for
obtaining an interleaving semantics. This is worked out for the timed case in some detail. As a running example
an infinite buffer is used in which gradually time constraints on latency and rates of accepting and producing
data and the probability of loss of messages are incorporated. Section 6 provides an extensive comparison with
existing work and places our work in context of others. Finally, Section 7 concludes with the main results and
addresses some future work.

2. Basic LOTOS and event structures
In this section we briefly introduce the process algebra Basic LOTOS and the semantic model of bundle
eÕent structures which can be used for giving a true concurrency semantics to this algebra. We use Basic
LOTOS which means that we do not consider data types and value passing.
2.1. Basic LOTOS
Basic LOTOS has a parallel operator that allows multi-party synchronisation Žlike in CSP.. It has a special
internal action i modelling internal Ži.e. unobservable. activity. Another distinctive feature is the so-called
disabling operator which is quite convenient for protocol specification Že.g. a data-phase can be disabled by a
disconnection phase.. Let P and Q be Basic LOTOS expressions, L be the universe of observable actions, a be
an action from L j  i 4 , A 9 L be a set of actions, f be a function from L to L j  i 4 , and x be a process
identifier. Then the syntax of Basic LOTOS is recursively given by Table 1. P <wBx< Q is abbreviated as P < < < Q.
Table 1
Syntax of Basic LOTOS
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Table 2
Standard interleaving semantics of Basic LOTOS

The syntax of a process definition is x:s P. A set of process definitions is called a process enÕironment. A
behaviour expression is always considered in the context of a process environment. The semantics of Basic
LOTOS is given by the derivation rules in Table 2. Here, the special action d models the successful termination
of an expression. By Table 2 a transition system is defined for each Basic LOTOS expression. Often transition
systems are too concrete in the sense that we would like to identify certain behaviour expressions with different
transition systems, e.g. on the basis of observability criteria. For these reasons many equivalences and pre-orders
have been defined; for an overview see Refs. w28,29x.
2.2. EÕent structures
An attractive non-interleaving model for concurrency is formed by the family of eÕent structure models.
Event structures have as their basic ingredient events labelled with actions; an event models the occurrence of
its action. Different events can have the same action label, implying that they model different occurrences of the
action. We are in general not really interested in the event identities as such Žso implicitly we work modulo an
event renaming morphism., as the events just serve to identify or distinguish action occurrences. Often we will
be sloppy and denote an event by its action label, if no confusion arises.
Several relations can exist between the events in a system. Two events are said to be in conflict if there is no
system run in which both events happen. The fact that certain events have to happen before other events is
captured by some kind of causality relation. Different event structure models differ in the way causality is
modelled, see Section 6.
In bundle event structures w51,52x, causality is represented by bundles: a bundle is a pair Ž X,e . with X a set
of events and e an event. The set of all bundles is denoted by ¨ and we denote a bundle Ž X,e . by X ¨ e. The
meaning of a bundle X ¨ e is that X is a set of causal conditions for e, in the sense that if e happens, one of
the events in X has to have happened before. If several bundles point to e, for each bundle set an event should
have happened. In addition, we demand that for each bundle X ¨ e, all the events in X are in mutual conflict
with each other such that at most one event in X can happen. In this way, if e has happened, exactly one event
from X has happened before, so there is no doubt about the causal predecessors of e.
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Most event structure models use a symmetric binary conflict relation, denoted by a. In bundle event
structures we use a conflict relation that is not necessarily symmetric, denoted by ß . The interpretation of
e ß eX is the following: if e and eX both occur in a system, then e has to occur before eX . This notion is very
convenient for modelling the LOTOS disabling operator Žsee Fig. 2.. Note that if e ß eX and eX ß e then this
means that in fact e and eX cannot occur together in a system run; for this reason we denote the symmetric part
of ß by the conflict symbol a, i.e. eaeX if and only if e ß eX and eX ß e.
Bundle event structures with ß were called extended bundle event structures in Refs. w51,52x; for brevity
we will just call them event structures in this paper.
Definition 1 Ž EÕent structure .. An eÕent structure E is a quadruple Ž E,ß ,¨ ,l . with:
Ø E, a set of eÕents,
Ø ß9 E = E, the irreflexive conflict relation,
Ø ¨9 P Ž E . = E, the bundle relation,
Ø l : E ™ L j  i 4 , the labelling function,
such that X ¨ e ´ ; e1 ,e 2 g X : Ž e1 / e 2 ´ e1 ß e 2 ..
We represent an event structure graphically in the following way. Events are drawn as dots; near the dot we
sometimes give the event name andror the action. Conflicts are indicated by dotted arrows; if the conflict is
symmetric we draw it by a dotted line. A bundle X ¨ e is indicated by drawing an arrow from each element of
X to e and connecting all the arrows by small lines.
The following picture is an example of an event structure, with a bundle  a,b,c 4 ¨ d:

The bundle here means that for d to happen, one of a, b or c should have happened already.
Example 2. Consider a first-in first-out ŽFIFO. buffer of infinite capacity. Let wrn denote the nth writing Ži.e.
insertion. in the buffer and rd n denote the nth reading Ži.e. removal. from the buffer. An event structure that
models such a FIFO buffer is depicted in Fig. 1. Remark that if the buffer is non-empty, reading and writing are
to a certain extent independent. A usual interleaving representation of this buffer would prescribe a mutual
exclusion between reading and writing, which is unnatural when for example considering the buffer as a
communication channel where reading and writing take place at different places.

Fig. 1. Event structure representation of a FIFO buffer with infinite capacity.
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The concept of a system run for an event structure is captured by the notion of an eÕent trace, which is a
sequence of events, where each event is preceded by its causal predecessors, and the ß relation is respected:
Definition 3 Ž EÕent trace .. Let E s Ž E,ß ,¨ ,l . be an event structure. An eÕent trace is a sequence e1 . . . e n
of distinct events with e1 , . . . ,e n g E, satisfying for all 0 - i ( n:
1. ; j : e i ß e j ´ i - j,
2. ; X 9 E : X ¨ e i ´  e1 , . . . ,e iy1 4 l X / B.
With the help of event traces we can define a semantics for event structures in terms of Žlabelled. partial
orders w51x, which form a natural and attractive basic semantics for comparing true concurrency models w72x.
2.3. Non-interleaÕing semantics for Basic LOTOS
Event structures can be used for giving a compositional semantics to Basic LOTOS. Recursion is handled by
defining a cpo Žcomplete partial order. on event structures and then applying standard fixed point theory. We
refer to Refs. w51,52x for technical details and just give some examples in Fig. 2.
The derivation rules for Basic LOTOS given in Table 2 can be adapted in such a way as to include event
information. Let each occurrence of an action-prefix and exit be superscripted with an arbitrary but unique event
identifier, denoted by a Greek letter. These identifiers play the role of event names. For parallel composition
new event names can be created. If e g P and eX g Q, then possible new names for events in P <w A x< Q are
Ž e,). and Ž),eX . for unsynchronised events and Ž e,eX . for synchronised ones. For example, some modified
inference rules are:

The set of modified rules constitute an eÕent-based operational semantics. Using this semantics we are able
to derive exactly the same event traces as obtained from the Ždenotational. event structure semantics. This
entails that the two semantic views are event-trace equivalent. We like to emphasise that this is a rather
interesting notion of equivalence in our setting: it coincides with bisimulation equivalence Žbased on events
rather than actions. since the transition system induced by ™ is deterministic, and is equivalent to partial-order
equivalence since event traces are as expressive as partial orders w51,52x. Since the interleaving semantics of

Fig. 2. Event structure semantics for some example Basic LOTOS expressions.
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Fig. 3. Consistency between non-interleaving and interleaving semantics.

Basic LOTOS can easily be obtained by simply omitting the event identifiers, these results determine the
consistency between the event structure and interleaving semantics. A pictorial representation of this notion of
consistency is given in Fig. 3.

3. Adding time to event structures
Timed extensions of process algebras have been investigated thoroughly in the last decade. There are many
different ways in which the concept of time can be added to a process algebra and this has resulted in various
proposals. It is not the intention of this paper to propose yet another timed variant of Basic LOTOS, but we
rather want to show how some elementary operators are modelled in a rather intuitive way using a timed
extension of event structures.
We first introduce a timed version of action-prefix and a timed extension of event structures. Then we will
show how this model can be used to provide a non-interleaving semantics and we construct a consistent timed
operational semantics. Finally, we show how this approach can be extended by incorporating timeout and
watchdog operators.
3.1. A simple operator: timed action-prefix
The basic timing construct considered here is timed action-prefix. Let Time s Rqj 0,` 4 be our time
domain, T an element of P ŽTime., and t an element of Time. For notational convenience, sets w t,`. are
abbreviated as t and delays equal to w0,`. are omitted. The process aT ; P is prepared to engage in the action a
at any time t g T, where t is measured relative to the time at which the process aT ; P was enabled. An
interaction can only occur when all participants are ready to engage in it. For instance, consider

Ž a ; bT

1

; stop . < w a,b x < Ž a ; b T 2 ; stop . .

If t a denotes the time of occurrence of action a, action b is can appear at any time in Ž t a q T1 . l Ž t a q T2 . s t a
q ŽT1 l T2 ., where t q T denotes  t q tX N tX g T 4 . Interactions may become impossible due to incompatible
timing constraints in the participating behaviours, e.g. if T1 l T2 s B, action b can never occur.
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Note that with this simple operator there is not a straightforward translation of the expansion law Ž1. to the
timed case, e.g.,

Ž a3 ; P . < < < Ž b 7 ; Q . k a3 ; Ž P < < < b 7 ; Q . æ b 7 ; Ž a3 ; P < < < Q . .
A possible way out would be to allow negative delays and recalculate relative delays as in

Ž a3 ; P . < < < Ž b 7 ; Q . ' a3 ; Ž P < < < b4 ; Q . æ b 7 ; Ž ay4 ; P < < < Q . .
This would, however, allow Ž b,7.Ž a,3. as trace which is usually banned since time goes backwards. In
particular, such ill-timed traces are ruled out in timed interleaving semantics since parallel components typically
need to synchronise on the passage of time. We will see that in non-interleaving semantics such ill-timed traces
are a rather natural phenomenon as long as they respect causality Žbeing succinctly phrased in Ref. w1x as
‘‘ill-timed but well-caused’’.. This is due to the absence of any mechanism to force time to advance in this
model, which enables independent components to evolve independently Žrather than forcing them to synchronise
on the advance of time.. Indeed, Ref. w1x shows that an expansion law can be obtained when ill-timed traces are
considered.
3.2. Timed eÕent structures
To specify the relative delay between causally dependent events time is associated with bundles. In order to
facilitate the specification of timing constraints on events that have no causal predecessors Ži.e. the initial
events., time is also associated with events. Though it seems sufficient to only have time labels for initial
events, synchronisation of events makes it necessary to allow for equipping all events with time labels,
including the non-initial ones.
Definition 4 ŽTimed eÕent structure .. A timed eÕent structure G is a triple ² E , A, R : with an event structure
P ŽTime..
E s Ž E,ß ,¨ ,l ., an eÕent delay function A : E ™ P ŽTime. and a bundle delay function R : ¨™P
Functions A Žfor absolute. and R Žfor relative. associate a Žpossibly empty. set of time instants to events
and bundles respectively. A bundle X ¨ e with RŽŽ X,e .. s T is denoted by X e; its interpretation is that if
an event in X has happened at a certain time, then e can happen t time units later, for any t g T. AŽ e . s T
means that e can happen at any t g T from the beginning of the system, usually time 0.
The intuitive interpretation of timed event structures is explained by means of some small examples, see Fig.
4. Event and bundle delays are denoted near the event and bundle respectively. Like for the syntax, delays w t,`.
are denoted by t and delays equal to 0, i.e. w0,`. are omitted. Event a in Fig. 4a may happen at any
t a g  2,4,6 4 , assuming that executions start at time 0. Event b in Fig. 4b may happen at any t b g t a q w7,`.,
where t a denotes the time at which a occurred. In the last example, Fig. 4c we put as constraint t a ( t b in case
both a and b happen Žso, a caused b .. This corresponds to the common sense idea that causes should occur
before their effects.
We now come to the following definition of timed event trace. The basic principle is that an event may
happen once all its timing Žand, of course, causal. constraints are fulfilled.

Fig. 4. Forms of induced time constraints.
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Fig. 5. An event structure representation of a time-constrained FIFO buffer.

Definition 5 ŽTimed eÕent trace .. Ž e1 ,t 1 . . . . Ž e n ,t n . with e i g E and t i g Time _  ` 4 , is a timed eÕent trace of
² E , A, R : if and only if for all 0 - i ( n:
1. e1 . . . e n is an event trace of E ,
2. t i g AŽ e i .,
3. ; X 9 E : Ž X e i n X l  e1 , . . . ,e iy1 4 s  e j 4 . ´ t i g t j q T,
4. ; j : e j ß e i ´ t j ( t i .
Let TracesŽ G . denote the set of timed event traces of G . The first constraint requires a form of backwards
compatibility with the untimed model: if all timings are deleted from s an event trace of E should result. The
second through fourth constraint take care of event delays, bundle delays and timings due to ß respectively.
Example 6. In this example we treat a time-constrained FIFO buffer. This example is taken from w84x; the only
difference is that we consider a buffer of infinite length. The FIFO buffer models a communication network
with the following timing constraints: Ži. message latency in the range of 2 to 5 time units; Žii. a message input
rate of 1 message per time unit; Žiii. a message output rate of 1 message per two time units. A timed variation of
the FIFO buffer of Fig. 1 that corresponds to these constraints is depicted in Fig. 5.
Timed event traces do respect causality, but not necessarily time. That is, two Žor more. independent events
can occur in a trace in either order regardless of their timing. For example, Ž wr1 ,0.Ž wr 2 ,1.Ž wr 3 ,2.Ž wr4 ,3.Ž rd1 ,2.
is a timed event trace of the time-constrained FIFO buffer. The ill-timedness is due to the possible interleavings
of causally independent events. Since the causal ordering between events implies their temporal ordering the
causal ordering can never contradict the temporal order. The following result implies that for any ill-timed event
trace s there exists a time-consistent event trace that can be obtained from s by swapping repeatedly ill-timed
pairs of timed events.
Theorem 7.

; tX - t : s Ž e,t .Ž eX ,tX . s X g TracesŽ G . ´ s Ž eX ,tX .Ž e,t . s X g TracesŽ G ..

Note that the reverse implication does not hold; for instance, if e causally depends on eX then the order of
events eX e in a trace cannot be reversed since this would contradict their causal ordering. Due to this theorem it
can be proven that two timed event structures that have identical timed event traces also have identical labelled
partial orders.
3.3. A non-interleaÕing timed semantics
The model of timed event structures can be used to provide a non-interleaving denotational semantics to
LOTOS for which action-prefix is equipped with a set of time instants. Here, we present this semantics by
means of example; a complete definition can be found in Ref. w50x.
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Fig. 6. Timed event structure semantics for some example expressions.

Example 8. Fig. 6 shows the timed event structures corresponding to:
a2 ; Ž b ; cw2,4x ; stop < w c x < c12 ; stop . ,

Ž a2 ; d 3 ; stop æ b 1,3,5, . . . 4 ; f 2 ; stop. < < < cw 27,32.
a2 ; b w4,7x ; stop < w a,b x < a5 ; b w2,6x ; stop.

Ž 2.
; stop,

Ž 3.
Ž 4.

Case Ž2. illustrates the need to introduce a bundle from a to c for the sole purpose of making the event delay of
c relative to the prefixed event a. Bundle  a 4 ¨ b is present since b causally depends on a. Case Ž3. shows
how choice and parallel composition without synchronisation are modelled. Case Ž4. shows that for parallel
composition delays may have to be recomputed: intersection of event delays and bundle delays respectively do
the job.
3.4. Timed eÕent-based operational semantics
In a similar way as for the untimed case we construct an event-based operational semantics and investigate its
correspondence to the timed non-interleaving semantics. Since most timed process algebras are based on an
Žoperational. interleaving semantics this also facilitates a comparison with existing approaches. The operational
semantics defines a set of transition relations
. P
Q denotes that P can perform event e, labelled
with action a, at time t Ž t / `., and subsequently evolve into Q. ™ is the smallest relation closed under all
inference rules of Table 3, taken from w46x.
Two auxiliary semantic operators are used. t w P x can be considered as behaviour P shifted t time units in
advance. t P 4 behaves like P
except that
it is unableX to perform events
before t. Nested occurrences of t w x and
X
X
X
t 4
tw t w
tqt
t
t
m
a
xŽ
t,t
.
 P 4.
can be simplified by:
P x x s w P x and   P 4 4 s
The rules for process instantiation are somewhat unusual since we deal with events rather than actions. It is
assumed that each process instantiation of x is uniquely identified. Different occurrences of the same process
instantiation should produce different event transitions. In addition, event transitions cannot be repeated. For
x :s aw2j ,7x ; xp
we first have a transition with Ž j ,a,t . for t g w2,7x; the next time that action a occurs it should be labelled with
a label different from j . This is achieved by using an event renaming operator that prefixes all events in a
process with a certain occurrence identifier. p Ž x . is process x where all event identifiers in x are prefixed with
p . So, we have

This concludes the Žtimed. event-based operational semantics. The consistency between this semantics and
the denotational semantics in terms of timed event structures is similar to the untimed case: timed event-trace
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Table 3
Event-based operational semantics for timed Basic LOTOS

equivalence. Due to determinism this coincides with timed bisimulation equivalence Žbased on events.. In
addition, due to Theorem 7 timed event-trace equivalence induces Žtimed. partial-order equivalence.
3.5. Other timed operators
The timed language considered so far is quite simple and is not sufficient to specify realistic real-time
systems. We will now consider how two useful timed operators, a watchdog Ži.e. timed interrupt. and timeout
operator can be incorporated in our approach.
P Q behaves like P, but at time t control is passed to Q, provided P has not successfully terminated. As a
basis for the event structure semantics of this construct we take P w) Q. Then we ensure that all events in P can
only occur up to time t Žby intersecting event delays with w0,t x. and postpone all events in Q by t. An example
is shown in Fig. 7. Let P Žsee Fig. 7a. be the expression
a5 ; b w4 ,9x ; stop < < < cw 27,32. ; stop
and Q Žsee Fig. 7b. the expression f 2 ; g w2,4x ; stop. Then Fig. 7c shows the semantics of P w) Q, and Fig. 7d
shows P Q. Due to the presence of the non-symmetric conflict relation in our event structures the watchdog
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Fig. 7. Event structure representation of timed interrupt.

operator can be modelled without any modification to our model. The inference rules of the watchdog operator
are:

The timeout expression P Q behaves initially like P, but if P has not performed an action before time t
control is passed to Q. Up till now, once enabled an event may happen at a certain specified point of time, but it
is not forced to happen. In order to faithfully model the principle of a timeout we need a new kind of event:
urgent events Žwhich we will denote as open dots.. Urgent events are forced to occur once they are enabled. The
event structure semantics of P Q is constructed as follows. A new urgent internal event is introduced with
delay w t,t x that models the expiration of a timer. Since either the timer expires or P performs an initial action
before Žor at. t, the timeout event is put in mutual conflict with all initial events of P. The events of Q can only
occur after the timeout; this is modelled in the same way as for action-prefix.
Example 9. A typical example of the use of timeouts is
Send 2 ; Ž ReceiÕew 3,7. ; stop Abort ; stop . .
Following the recipe described above, the timed event structure obtained for this process is depicted in Fig. 8.
Its interpretation is as follows. If Send occurs at time t Ž t 0 2. then ReceiÕe is enabled in w t q 3,t q 7.; if

Fig. 8. Modelling timeouts in event structures.
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ReceiÕe has not occurred at t q 5, event i occurs at that time – modelling a timeout occurrence – and Abort
becomes immediately enabled.
For the event-based operational semantics we need to keep track of the timeout events. Therefore, we
subscript each occurrence of d with an event identifier, like for action-prefix and exit. The presence of urgent
events somewhat complicates the inference rules. For instance, for

ž

5

a12 ; stop æ b 18 ; stop d cw 1,7. ; stop
j

/

we should not be able to derive that a can occur at time 12, since the timeout event j is forced at time 5 and
will prevent a from happening. In general, if P performs an event at time t then P æ Q can perform the same
provided that Q is not forced to perform an urgent event at any time earlier. By symmetry, a similar condition is
obtained for Q performing an event. Analogous conditions are needed for w) , d Žsee below. and -. The rules
for the other operators remain unaffected. Let mtŽ P . denote the minimal time at which P can initially perform
an urgent event. Then we obtain for the timeout operator the inference rules:

The function mtŽ P . can easily be defined by induction on the structure of P; we omit the details here and refer
to Ref. w50x for further details.
Since urgent events are only used for defining the semantics of d the introduction of urgent events is rather
controlled and their effect can be significantly restricted. This means, for instance, that Theorem 7 also holds in
this new setting Žimplying the coincidence of event-trace equivalence and partial-order equivalence.. This is of
interest, since in general, urgency has a global impact and the attractiveness of event structures reduces. If we
would allow any event to become possibly urgent Žfor instance, by using the language constructs proposed in
Ref. w9x. then we could obtain a structure like

In this structure event c can never happen since a is forced at time 2 and event b subsequently at time 3. Thus,
a excludes c from happening though they seem to be completely independent! It appears that the conflict
between b and c ‘‘propagates back’’ to a conflict between a and c. This aspect implies that the enabledness of
an event cannot be simply determined by considering its local causal dependencies and conflicts as for the
untimed case. Event structures with this form of urgency are thoroughly considered in Ref. w49x.

4. Stochastic timing
Nowadays, performance analysis has a well-recognised position in the design of complex distributed systems.
Usually, performance models like queueing networks and Markov chains are developed by abstracting from the
system specification that is being used for the qualitative analysis and functional design. In this way, obtaining
performance models from system specifications is largely based on human ingenuity and experience. The
increasing complexity and magnitude of systems complicates this task considerably. Therefore, it is more and
more necessary to obtain performance models in a compositional way by exploiting the structure of the system
specification at hand. Since process algebras are typically characterised by the presence of a number of powerful
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composition operators that facilitate the development of well-structured specifications, these needs resulted in
the investigation of stochastic process algebras w40,42x. These formalisms are extensions of process algebras,
such as CSP, CCS, and LOTOS, where the time of occurrence of actions is determined by Žcontinuous. random
variables.
The semantics of stochastic process algebras like PEPA w42x, MTIPP w31,39x, and EMPA w8x that are
restricted to the use of exponential distributions 5 is defined using an extension of labelled transition systems.
The structure of transition systems closely resembles the structure of Markov chains, which is an advantage
when trying to obtain a performance model directly from the formal specification. In this way the well-known
techniques and tools for obtaining for example steady state probabilities for Žergodic. Markov chains can be
adopted for performance assessment of the formal specification. In addition, the memoryless property of
exponential distributions enables a smooth incorporation of such distributions into an interleaving setting, since

Ž al ; P . < < < Ž bm ; Q . ' al ; Ž P < < < bm ; Q . æ bm ; Ž al ; P < < < Q . .
Here, al denotes that a occurs after a delay determined by an exponentially distributed random variable with
rate l Žand similarly for bm .. The reason that this law holds is that the time until the occurrence of b after the
occurrence of a is distributed according to m irrespective of how much time has elapsed until a occurred. ŽBy
symmetry, a similar reasoning applies when b occurs before a..
The interleaving of causally independent actions, however, complicates the incorporation of more general
Žnon-memoryless. distributions in transition systems considerably. If we, for instance, generalise the above idea
by equipping actions with generally distributed random variables Ždenoted aU for random variable U . we obtain
that
aU ; P < < < b V ; Q k aU ; Ž P < < < b V ; Q . æ b V ; Ž aU ; P < < < Q . .
In case the memoryless property is not satisfied the residual lifetime of V after the occurrence of a must be
computed in order to correctly deduce the time until b’s occurrence Žand, by symmetry, an analogous procedure
must be carried out for the residual lifetime of U if b occurs first..
We may thus conclude that exponential distributions and interleaving semantics fit well together, but that
general distributions and interleaving semantics do not. From a practical point of view, however, the
incorporation of general distributions is considered to be essential in order to faithfully model, for instance,
high-speed communication networks and work-flow management systems.
In this section we show how general distributions can be incorporated in event structures. The basic idea is to
replace in timed event structures the deterministic delays by random variables. Let RV be a class of continuous
Žnon-negative. random variables.
Definition 10 Ž Stochastic eÕent structure .. A stochastic eÕent structure is a triple ² E , A, R : with an event
structure E s Ž E,ß ,¨ ,l ., an eÕent distribution function A : E ™ RV, and a bundle distribution function
R :¨™RV.
ŽFor convenience we use the same notations as for timed event structures.. The interpretation of stochastic
event structures is explained by example, see Fig. 9. Like for the timed model, event and bundle distributions
are denoted near the event and bundle respectively. We assume the existence of a random variable 0 g RV
which is characterised by PrŽ0 ( 0. s 1. We usually omit 0 random variables. The enabling time of b in Fig. 9a
is modelled by random variable t a q U where t a denotes the time of occurrence of a. In Fig. 9b, if a and b

5
A distribution function F, defined by F Ž x . s1yeyl x for x 0 0 and F Ž x . s 0, for x - 0, is an exponential distribution with rate l,
l gRq. A well-known property of exponential distributions is the memoryless property: let U be a random variable with exponential
distribution FU defined by FU Ž x . sPrŽU( x .. Then for x, y 0 0 we have PrŽU( x q y NU) y . sPrŽU( x ..
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Fig. 9. Some stochastic event structures.

happen at time t a and t b respectively, then the enabling time of c is determined by random variable
max Ž t a q U,t b q V .. This corresponds to the principle that an event can happen once all timing constraints on it
have been met. Using a similar reasoning we obtain that the enabling time of event b in Fig. 9c is determined
by random variable max Ž t a q U,V .. For statistical independent random variables U,V with distribution FU and
FV respectively, max ŽU,V . has distribution FU P FV .
The model of stochastic event structures can be used to provide a non-interleaving semantics to LOTOS for
which action-prefix is equipped with a continuous random variable from class RV under the condition that RV
is closed under max and has a unit element for max Žin our case this is 0.. Exponential distributions do not
satisfy this criterion, but, for example, phase-type distributions w63x and distributions of exponential polynomial
form w74x do. Both classes of distribution functions include frequently used distributions such as hyper- and
hypo-exponential, Erlang and Cox distributions and are widely used in the performance analysis community.
The following example illustrates the semantics and justifies the constraints on RV that we mentioned just
above. For a full treatment of the semantics and the interpretation of stochastic event structures we refer to Ref.
w15x.
Example 11. Fig. 10 shows the stochastic event structures corresponding to:
aU ; stop < w a x < aV ; stop,
aU ; b V ; stop,

Ž 5.
Ž 6.

Ž aU ; b V ; stop < w b x < b W ; stop. < w a,b x < Ž a X ; b Y ; stop < w b x < bZ ; stop. .

Ž 7.

Cases Ž5. and Ž7. justify the constraint that RV must be closed under max. Case Ž6. shows the need for having a
unit element for max: according to our interpretation event b is enabled at a time determined by max Ž t a q U,0.
which intuitively should correspond to t a q U.
A nice property of labelled transition systems equipped with exponential distributions is that they closely
resemble continuous-time Markov chains, see Ref. w40x. Unfortunately, when a non-interleaving semantics is

Fig. 10. Stochastic event structure semantics for some example expressions.
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adopted the convenient direct relationship between the semantics of stochastic process algebras and Markov-like
models is lost. However, the authors have shown in Ref. w47x that it is possible to generate so-called
Žtime-homogeneous. generalised semi-MarkoÕ processes starting from Ža class of. stochastic event structures.
GSMPs w77x are a generic model for the study of stochastic discrete-event systems. For such models it is
possible to generate simulation runs from which – using the standard simulation techniques for discrete-event
systems – performance results can be obtained. This provides a bridge between a formal specification language
Ža stochastic process algebra. and a performance model ŽGSMPs..
5. Probabilistic behaviours
In this section we study a probabilistic extension of event structures, called probabilistic event structures.
Event structures are equipped with a mechanism for attaching probabilities to Žinternal. events in such a way
that groups of these events can suitably model random experiments. Probabilistic event structures will be used
as a semantic model for a probabilistic extension of LOTOS. This facilitates the specification of system
reliability issues. For instance, the probability of message loss or garbling for an unreliable communication
channel or the fault probability of some system component can be specified in such a language.
The events to which probabilities are attached are required to be internal so that their occurrence can in no
way be affected by the external environment. Consequently, the probability of occurrence of these events can be
determined without the need for conditioning probabilities on the possible behaviour of the environment. This is
a simplifying assumption which, anyway, still allows the modelling of many interesting situations. In fact, the
environment typically has no control over the kind of probabilistic phenomena one is often interested in
practice, like the failure of a device w69x.
There are in the literature many proposals in which probabilities are associated with external events and, in
some of them, the environment can also play a role in the resolution of random experiments. In many cases, this
leads to more complicated semantic models, since probabilities are conditioned to the actions of the environment
and then normalisation is often needed. An overview and classification of such models can be found in Ref.
w30x.
The probabilistic language construct that we consider is an internal probabilistic choice, denoted [p for
p g Ž0,1.. P [p Q denotes the process which can internally Ži.e. non-deterministically. decide to behave like P
or Q. The probability that P will be chosen is p, whereas the probability that Q will be chosen is 1 y p.
Probabilistic choices are restricted to be performed between behaviours whose first actions are unobservable.
Other forms of non-determinism like a ; P æ a ; Q and a ; P æ i ; Q are not considered here. This keeps our model
as simple as possible. We also notice that
a ; P æa ; Q f te a ; Ži ; P æi ; Q. ,
a ; P æ i ; Q f t e i ; Ž Ž a ; P . æ Q . æ i ; Q,
where f t e denotes testing congruence w21x. Thus all forms of non-determinism can be rewritten in the required
format of our formalism while preserving the notion of testing congruence.
Various probabilistic extensions of process algebras exist in the literature. The semantics of these Žasynchronous. process algebras is based on probabilistic extensions of labelled transition systems in which usually a
distinction is made between probabilistic and non-probabilistic transitions. The main problem with this approach
is the intertwining of these types of transitions. That is to say, it is not clear what the intended meaning is of a
probability attached to a transition in the presence of a competitive non-probabilistic transition. Typical
behaviours that cause such situations are combinations of parallel composition and probabilistic choice, like
Ž 8.
Ž P [p Q . < < < a ; R.
The fact that there is one global state in which either a or one of the two probabilistic alternatives can happen
makes it difficult to interpret p as the probability that P will be chosen. There have been several solutions
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proposed for this problem, but most of them lose the property of backwards compatibility with the non-probabilistic semantics. In this section we will show that a causality-based model, which has no direct notion of
global state, does not suffer from these problems.
We extend LOTOS with a probabilistic choice operator [p and keep the standard choice operator æ . Note
that æ can model external choice, whereas [p only models internal choice. To guarantee that P [p Q induces
an independent random experiment some constraints are defined on the syntax. These constraints are intuitively
simple but tedious to define formally, see Refs. w46,48x. We illustrate and justify them by means of examples.
Each argument Pj of [ is required to be either an internal action-prefix i ; PjX or a probabilistic choice. In the
latter case the inner probabilities are conditional to the external choices, e.g.
i ; a ; stop [0 .4 Ž i ; b ; stop [0 .2 i ; c ; stop .
models a random experiment with three possible outcomes, a, b, and c, with probability 0.4, 0.6 = 0.2 and
0.6 = 0.8, respectively. On the other hand, expressions like
i ; a ; stop [0 .4 Ž i ; b ; stop æ i ; c ; stop .
Ž 9.
are not allowed because the probability of occurrence of b, for example, cannot be determined. The same holds
if we replace æ by parallel composition in Ž9.. In addition we do not allow [p in the context of æ and w) . For
instance, in
a ; exit ) Ž i ; b ; stop [0.4 i ; c ; stop .
the probability of occurrence of b, for instance, cannot be determined since it depends on whether a ; exit
terminates successfully or not. The following expression
Ž i ; b ; stop [0.4 i ; c ; stop. < < < a ; stop
is legal. It denotes the behaviour composed by the stochastic experiment b ; stop [0.4 c ; stop and the
independent execution of a ; stop.
Probabilities are assigned in event structures to internal events grouped into clusters. The basic idea is that a
cluster represents the possible outcomes of an independent random experiment. The probability p Ž e . g Ž0,1.
assigned to event e in a cluster models the likelihood that e is the outcome of the experiment given that e is
enabled. Events within a cluster mutually exclude each other so that only one event Ži.e. the outcome of the
experiment. can happen. For purely technical reasons we do not allow clusters to be singletons. This does not
pose any practical restriction. Events in a cluster are not in conflict with events outside the cluster; allowing
such conflicts would destroy the interpretation that an event probability represents the likelihood that this event
happens Žonce enabled.. Finally, all events in a cluster must be pointed to by the same set of bundles. Together
with the previous requirement this guarantees that if an event in a cluster is enabled, then all events in this
cluster are enabled.
Definition 12 Ž Cluster .. For event structure E s Ž E,ß ,¨ ,l ., set Q 9 E is a cluster of E , if and only if
N Q N ) 1 and for all e,eX g Q and X 9 E : l Ž e . s i n  eXX N e ß eXX 4 s Q _ e n Ž X ¨ e ´ X ¨ eX ..
A probabilistic event structure is an event structure in which all events of some clusters are assigned a
probability. The sum of the probabilities of all events within a cluster should be 1.
Definition 13 Ž Probabilistic eÕent structure .. A probabilistic eÕent structure is a tuple ² E ,p : with an event
structure E s Ž E,ß ,¨ ,l . and a probability function p : E ™ p Ž0,1. such that for all e g domŽp .:
' Q 9 dom Ž p . : e g Q n Q is a cluster n

Ý

p Ž eX . s 1.

X

e gQ

™ p indicates a partial function. Cluster Q can be considered to represent a random experiment for which
the probability of outcome e g Q equals p Ž e .. The set of event traces of ² E ,p : is simply the set of event
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Fig. 11. Some example Žnon-.probabilistic event structures.

traces of E ; the probabilities do not affect the possibility of events to happen, they only quantify the probability
of happening.
Example 14. Some example probabilistic event structures are depicted in Fig. 11. Here, the probability of an
event is depicted near it. Fig. 11Ž10. contains a single cluster of 2 events with probabilities 1r3 and 2r3
respectively. Fig. 11Ž11. contains two clusters of two and three events. Fig. 11Ž9. is not a probabilistic event
structure since a is in conflict with events that are assigned a probability.
Example 15. In Fig. 12 a probabilistic version of the FIFO buffer is presented. It models an unreliable channel
where messages can be lost with probability 1 y p.
Probabilistic event structures can be used to provide a denotational true concurrency semantics of our
probabilistic LOTOS. The cpo semantic domain as well as the interpretation function are straightforward
extensions of those for the event structure semantics of Basic LOTOS. Here, we present the semantics by means
of example; the complete definition can be found in Ref. w46x. A preliminary version appeared as w48x.

Example 16.

Fig. 11 shows the probabilistic event structures corresponding to

Ž i ; a ; stop [1r3 i ; c ; stop. < w c x < b ; c ; stop,

Ž 10 .

i ; a ; stop [2r3 Ž i ; b ; stop [1r2 Ž i ; c ; stop [1r2 i ; d ; stop . . .

Ž 11 .

Notice that Fig. 11Ž9. would correspond to the non-allowed expression Ž9..

(End of example.)

Fig. 12. A FIFO buffer with the possibility of loss of messages.
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The relation between the probabilistic non-interleaving semantics and the non-interleaving semantics for
Basic LOTOS is as follows. Take a probabilistic LOTOS expression P and consider the non-interleaving
semantics of the Basic LOTOS expression obtained by replacing all occurrences of [p in P by æ . This event
structure is identical to the one obtained by the probabilistic event structure semantics of P once the probability
function p is removed from it. So, the probabilistic case is an conservative extension of the plain case. ŽThis is
only rarely the case for probabilistic interleaving semantics..
In a similar way as for the timed and untimed case, an event-based operational semantics can be defined for
probabilistic LOTOS; for details see Chapter 9 of w46x. This semantics uses two inference systems, one for
probabilistic and one for non-probabilistic transitions. Probabilistic transitions are labelled by internal events and
their probabilities. Moreover they have priority over non-probabilistic ones. In this way non-probabilistic
transitions cannot be mixed with probabilistic ones: the outgoing transitions of a state are either all non-probabilistic or all probabilistic Žin which case their probabilities sum up to 1.. This technique solves the problems as
induced by e.g. expressions like Ž8. and is similar to other approaches w36,83x.
The consistency between the denotational and operational probabilistic semantics is determined in a slightly
different way than depicted in Fig. 3. Construct from a probabilistic event structure a probabilistic transition
system – this is rather straightforward by considering event structures as states and transitions as the execution
of a single event – and subsequently ignore the probabilities. This Žnon-probabilistic. transition system is
testing equiÕalent w21x with the transition system obtained from removing probabilities from the transition
system obtained by the probabilistic operational semantics. Note that this is not such a strong result: in the plain
and in the timed case we obtain Žtimed. bisimulation equivalence. The reason for this weaker result is that in the
operational semantics of probabilistic LOTOS, probabilistic transitions have priority over other transitions. In
this way, the possibility to perform an observable action may be postponed since probabilistic choices have to
be resolved first. This phenomenon is absent in the non-interleaving semantics.

6. Related work
6.1. Partial-order models for LOTOS
A few other partial-order models exist for LOTOS. Ref. w19x uses an operational semantics where each
Žuniquely identified. action is decorated with a set of causal predecessors. This semantics is a compatible
extension of the standard LOTOS semantics and is partial-order equivalent to our semantics. Our event-based
operational semantics is a bit simpler since we do not need to record causal predecessors. A denotational
semantics in terms of Žmaximal. partially ordered traces, traces in which each action is enriched with a set of
forward pointers to causal successors, is given in Ref. w23x. This results in a linear-time semantics, a semantics
in which a ; Ž b ; stop æ c ; stop. and a ; b ; stop æ a ; c ; stop are semantically equivalent Žunlike our approach..
Ref. w72x uses labelled posets for providing a semantics to LOTOS. Labelled posets are rather abstract and
complex operations are needed for defining a direct semantics for LOTOS.
6.2. Other brands of eÕent structures
The distinguishing features of bundle event structures compared to other event structures are the bundle and
non-symmetric conflict relation for modelling parallel composition and disabling respectively in a concise way.
ŽNon-symmetric conflict is also introduced in Ref. w67x.. In prime event structures w65x causality is modelled by
a partial order. This model is mathematically very elegant and convenient. The drawback is that as a
consequence each event has a unique enabling, so if an action can be caused in alternative ways we need
different events for the action, harmful to the conciseness of models. In addition it may be rather complicated to
define some operations on prime event structures, especially parallel synchronisation w80x. Flow event structures
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w10,11x allow alternative enablings but self-conflicting events do pose problems for parallel composition, see
Ref. w51x. Stable event structures w81x also allow alternative enablings, but their expressiveness sometimes
hampers their analysis, as pointed out by w51x. Extended bundle event structures are more expressive than prime,
but are incomparable with flow and stable event structures.
6.3. Time in partial-order models
Timed extensions of partial-order models have received scant attention in the literature. Extensions of
pomsets Žpartially ordered multi-sets. w16x, configurations w58x, prime event structures w62x, posets w45x,  and,
or4 -automata w34x and higher-dimensional automata w33x are known to us, but these models have not been used
as a semantic model for a timed process algebra and are merely of theoretical interest. Our approach resembles
that of Ref. w24x. w24x proposes a real-time extension of causal trees – equivalence classes of event structures
under a non-interleaving notion of bisimulation – and uses this model to provide a semantics to a timed variant
of CCS. This approach has later been extended to include time markers that facilitate the specification of
relative time delays between arbitrary actions w25x. The main difference with our approach is that we allow for
the co-existence of urgent and non-urgent events. Urgency has a subtle influence on causality. For this reason
w25x does not consider urgency. We argue that in case urgent events are used for the sole purpose of modelling
timeouts, the benefits of event structures can be maintained while retaining a fairly expressive formalism for
specifying real-time systems. Recently, Ref. w12x reported on a timed LOTOS extension with a semantics using
a timed variant of bundle event structures. Ref. w12x does not include disabling and considers all internal events
to be urgent. This leads to similar problems between urgency and causality as reported in Ref. w49x.
6.4. Timed process algebras
In the last decade timed extensions of process algebras have received considerable attention. Extensions of
languages like ACP w3x, CSP w71,75x, CCS w36,59,82,38x, and LOTOS w9,54,70x have been defined. For an
overview of the issues that arise when adding time to process algebras we refer to Ref. w64x. In this paper we
showed how the benefits of event structures can be exploited when having a time-prefix specifying at which
times an action may occur and using urgency only for modelling timeout scenarios. Most approaches differ in
the way urgency is approached. w3x forces each action to happen as soon as possible, w38,75,54x, for instance,
adopt this strategy for internal actions only, and, in the most extreme case, an operator is introduced that allows
any action to be interpreted in an urgent way or not w9x. In w49x we showed that the latter strategy leads to an
undesirable connection between causality and urgency. The same applies for the case in which all internal
actions occur as soon as possible w13x.
6.5. Stochastic process algebras
Stochastic process algebras are a relatively new field compared with timed and probabilistic extensions of
process algebras. An introduction and overview can be found in Ref. w40x. Languages like PEPA w42x, MTIPP
w31,39x and EMPA w8x are restricted to the use of exponential distributions. An interesting result due to Ref. w42x
is that Ža probabilistic version of. bisimulation has a direct correspondence to lumpability of Markov chains, an
important equivalence notion used for reducing the state space of Markov chains. There are only a few
stochastic process algebras that allow more general distributions. Ref. w2x define a stochastic extension of
LOTOS but require all stochastic timing constraints to be specified at ‘‘top level’’, thus reducing compositionality. Ref. w37x uses a stochastic process algebra to formally describe discrete-event simulation. In their approach
non-determinism gives rise to invalid simulations. This is a serious problem since an interleaving semantics is
used, i.e., parallelism is ‘‘resolved’’ by non-determinism. This artificial non-determinism is absent in our
non-interleaving approach. Other proposals, like w32,68x use decorated transition systems to define a non-inter-
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leaving semantics. An approach that is quite close to ours is to use stochastic task graphs as a denotational
model w41x.
6.6. Probabilistic process algebras
Probabilistic process algebras have been studied quite extensively in the literature. Probabilistic extensions of
different process algebras have been proposed, such as ACP w4x, CCS Žsee e.g. Refs. w17,36,83x., CSP
w56,57,76x, LOTOS w60,66,73,78x, and synchronous CCS w27,30,79x. For overviews of probabilistic process
algebras we refer to Refs. w18,35x. The models underlying most of these process algebras are labelled transition
systems in which probabilities are associated with transitions. To our knowledge our probabilistic LOTOS is the
first probabilistic process algebra with a non-interleaving semantics. Several probabilistic Žinterleaving. process
algebras replace the standard choice by a probabilistic one, so that non-determinism is usually modelled by
[1r2 . As a result one has that parallelism also gets implicitly probabilised, i.e.
a < < < b ' a ; b [1r2 b ; a.
This is taken to the limit in probabilistic ACP and in the proposals for probabilistic LOTOS w66,78x where an
explicit probability p can be specified instead of assuming 1r2 as above. In w4x also the probability of a
synchronisation versus an independent move of the components can be specified. The approaches of Refs.
w22,36,56,83x are similar to ours in the sense that they do incorporate both a standard and probabilistic choice
operator, and besides require probabilistic choices to be independent from the environment. Finally, it is worth
noting that the probabilistic extensions proposed in Refs. w4,60,78x are – like in our case – conservative with
respect to the plain semantics.
6.7. Consistency of semantics
The consistency between a causality-based and an interleaving semantics has been studied for different
languages and models. Our approach is similar to Ref. w11x which relates Žamongst others. a flow event structure
semantics to the interleaving semantics of CCS. Ref. w6x proves the consistency between an operational
semantics for theoretical CSP and a semantics based on labelled prime event structures. Ref. w6x extends the
results of Ref. w55x to recursive processes. Ref. w20x proves the consistency between an operational non-interleaving semantics of CCS and denotational semantics based on labelled prime event structures. The notion of
consistency between different semantics has been recently studied in a general framework in Ref. w7x.

7. Conclusions
Our driving force is to study the expressiveness of partial-order models, in particular event structures, to
facilitate formal representation of performance and reliability aspects and to enable performance analysis of
formal models in a systematic and Žsemi-.automated way. In this paper we have presented several quantitative
extensions of the formal description technique LOTOS in a non-interleaving setting. Performance analysis is not
explicitly treated here and can be found elsewhere w47x. We argued that quantitative extensions are of particular
use in a partial-order setting since notions like time, probability and distributions are important at the lower
levels of abstraction, where the internal structure of systems is relevant for correct design. Because quantitative
extensions of interleaving models abstract away from causality and the distribution of system parts, this makes
them less suitable for use at these abstraction levels.
The models presented in this paper are extensions of Žextended. bundle event structures, a non-interleaving
model tuned to the LOTOS language. For Basic LOTOS it is shown in Refs. w51,52x that this semantic model is
consistent with the standard interleaving semantics for LOTOS, thus providing evidence for the adequacy of
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bundle event structures. In a similar way Ževent-based. operational semantics were developed to justify the
timed and probabilistic extensions as treated in this paper. A similar result for the stochastic extension restricted
to exponential distributions was reported by us in Ref. w15x. In the timed case, this has led to a surprisingly
elegant extension of the standard interleaving semantics for LOTOS.
An important reason for this is the absence of any mechanism in the timed event structure model that models
the passage of time, which in one way or another makes its appearance in most timed interleaving models.
Instead, time is treated as a parameter of the model. This also leads to the absence of time deadlocks, i.e. states
in which the passage of time is permanently blocked. If there is an action that cannot be executed Že.g. due to
mismatching timing constraints in partners for synchronisation. this leads to the local impossibility of executing
the action at hand, but does not have any impact on causally independent parts. It has been shown that these
properties are maintained under the addition of watchdog and timeout operators.
An interesting result is that our timed approach can be generalised in a rather straightforward way in order to
incorporate probability distribution functions that determine the timing of actions. This caters for the description
of more dynamic stochastic behaviour. The model is not restricted to exponential distributions Žas opposed to
interleaving models. but allows more general distributions such as phase-type distributions to be used. This is
essential for the modelling of systems for which the usual Poisson arrival assumptions are no longer reasonable.
Recent developments include the development of algorithms to obtain automatically stochastic simulation
models from event structures equipped with distribution functions w47x and the investigation of Žplain. event
structures in which the constraint that events in a bundle should mutually exclude each other is dropped w53x.
Interesting topics for future work are the finite representation of infinite event structures using graph grammars
Žthis would for example facilitate regenerative simulation in the stochastic case., the incorporation of hybrid
aspects, the integration of the probabilistic and stochastic extension Žan integration of time and probability is
considered by us in Ref. w14x., and the definition of equivalences and pre-orders that reflect natural notions of
transformation and implementation for timed and stochastic systems.
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